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force producing and tissue building
DOSE FOR ADULTS.-O ne tablespoonful
properties.
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GENERAL SYMPTOM ATOLOGY AND MODES OF EXAMI NG NEUROLO GICAL CASES.
J. M. AIKIN, M.D.

With the exception of the optic nerve, the entire nervous
system is almost wholly inaccessible to direct examination. Some
nerve trunks on the limbs may be felt and outlined, especially
if they become swollen or otherwise enlarged. The state of the
nervous system, then, can be ascertained only by the manner in
which its work is done, the morbid states being revealed by the
derangement of function. Now, to discern an abnormal condition of the nervous system we certainly must know the normal,
just as surely as we need to know a normal heart action, ere we
can detect false cardiac sounds.
The functions of the nervous system are variously divided
into mind, motion, and sensation, but these divisions do not by
any means comprehend the field we must study, in an endeavor to
interpret symptoms plainly visible, or discover symptoms in our
investigations. Symptoms affecting the mentality of the individual are usually referred to the first division and discussed
under the domain of Insanity, or Psychic influences. Disorders
of motion and sensation, though very often intimately connected
with the Psychic side of the individual, are usually classified as
Neubological, and by the word neuroses is understood that list
of nervous affections for which no known pathological condition
has been demonstrated. It must follow then that as constant evidence is discovered and verified, we must re-arrange our classification to established facts.
Disorders of the nervous system may owe their existence to
causes operating slowly and for a long time, yet whose clinical
manifestations appear suddenly and very pronounced, even when
the immediate exciting cause has been but trivial. Again there
may be entire absence of any rational cause for neurotic symptoms presenting. In either case we should be very careful to
make a thorough personal examination of the patient, determining if any anatomical or physiological stigmata be present or have
existed; whether any toxic conditions exist, or ever have been
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present in personal or family history, which rational medicine has
taught us does operate to derange the nervous system either functionally or degeneratively. It is very important that all the dincal evidence possible be collected, and that you as the medical
counsel estimate the importance attaching to any one, or all the
history obtained. Too often we ask the patient to tell us briefly
j ust what he thinl~s has transpired, to produce the results now
manifested. Such action on our part is presumptive evidence that
the patient is as well qualified as we to determine the relationship
between cause and effect, in producing disease.
The pathological changes found in the nervous system are
not essentially different from those found in other tissues of the
body; and the causes operative are in the main identical, but the
clinical symptoms are different in manifestation, as are the functions of the nervous system different from any other departmen t
of the human body. Inflamma tions are simple or supumtive , and
degenerations acute or chronic, primary and secondary, as occurs
in other tissues. As a general consideration, however, we should
remember that nerve cells once destroyed do not re-develope, and
nerve fibres in the brain and cord, if destroyed, are not re-generated, but a peripheral nerve fibre may be wholly destroyed, yet
grow again if its t1·ophic centre is intact. If a nerve center or
tract is affected (let the cause be what it may) to ~he extent of
its destruction (partial or complete) the function of parts involved
is partially or completely lost; if irritated, the function is increased. If there is loss of function in one part with increase
in adjoining or cotmected tissues, we probably have distructio n
of a center, causing irritation to a cont inguous part, e. g., growths
in the cranial vault, or a lesion may be irritative and become destructive, as in meningitis. Symptom s resembling those produced by an irritative lesion, are seen if the higher or inhibitory
centers in the brain are destroyed, thus permittin g over action
of lower centers in the cord. This is seen in the contracted muscles in the extremitie s producing deformities, the lesion being
cerebral.
Consciousness is one of the higher functions of the brain.
Any departure from the normal is a symptom of many nervous
disorders, both organic and functiona l.
'stupor is a condition from which the patient may be aroused
by ordinary stimuli and the reflexes remain active. In coma the
opposite conditions exist and a slow pulse and stertorous breathing are additional symptoms. In examining a case of stupor or
coma, t raumatisms should be carefully looked for about the heacl,
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the reflexes (pupillary and the sphincters too) and circulatory
system carefully examined and the temperature noted.
Since we recognize two general divisions of the nervous system-a motor and a sensory--let us analyze some common clinical symptoms limited to the motor division. We see loss of
motor power, and name it paralytic; we see increased motor activity and call that an irritative state. In the one, mobility of the
muscles supplied by the affected nerve is diminished or lost. In
the other motor activity is increased (irritated) , and to a point
which is not under control of the will power, and we call it a
spasm or convulsion. These muscular contractions may be transient (clonic) or lasting (tonic) and involve one or several muscles, or groups of mu~des. The paralytic symptoms are undoubtedly much more common than the irritative, and I think it is a
fact that the origin of the paralytic disturbance is usually in the
plexus, while the center for irritative conditions is probably in the
brain, either directly, or by reason of lost inhibitory control (as
we said a little ago) over subordinate nerve centers through the
ganglii. The sensory disturbances are also distinguished by paralytic from irritative conditions. If the former we call it anaesthesia, while the latter is hyperaesthesia. We discover anaesthesia by external stimuli (mechanical chemical or thermic applications) which are either not perceived at all, or with
diminished acuteness, whereas in hyperasthesia. very weak
stimuli are recognized as abnormally strong or unpleasant. his hyperaesthetic state is usually attended by symptoms
of sensory irritation; such as pronounced pains or paraesthesia as pricking, numbness, or formications, creeping sensations,
as if water were trickling dow'n the back or along a limb and I
have had patients describe the sensation as if myriads of small
insects were traversing along under the skin. The irritative conditions in the sensory fibres of the spinal nerves are usually manifested by pain and we call them neuralgias. The trigeminal neuralgia is a type of them. They are violent but not constant, hence
we may reasonably conclude they are non-inflammat ory, while
neuritis, of course, means inflammation, and pain is constant during the entire course of the inflammatory process.
It is often very difficult to decide if the symptoms presenting,
warrant us in calling the disorder a neuritis, neuralgia, or rheumatimt. The early pains in neuritis are almost identical with
those in the beginning of acute rheumatism or a periostitis, hut in
the course of two or three days, if the pain is localized along the
distribution of a nerve-trunk, constant, and the parts are tender
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on pressure, the cardinal symptoms are established. Chronic
neuritis is often mistaken for a neuralgia, and this is not to our
discredit as physicians, because many neuralgias are a result of
neuritis, and too; in many sub-acute neuritic cases, the inflammatory process having subsided without suppuration, there still remains some molecular disorder in the nerve tissues, causing pain
which is not constant and continuous, nor distinctly intermittant,
but is remittant in character. The chief distinction between neuralgia and neuritis is that the pain intermits more completely in
1-tet-tralgias. If there is anaesthesia of the muscles, showing organic change in the nerve fibres, it is conclusive evidence of neuritis. In acute rheumatism if it is localized in the joints and inflammatory, we will readily recognize the distinction, while if
muscular, its migratory habit will prevent our mistaking it for
neuritis. Summarizing then, we see that involuntary, paroxysmal, muscular contractions, varying in intensity and duration,
whither local or general in distribution, are caused by irritation
or over-action o'f the motor nerve tract, and they are known as
convulsions or spasms, the latter term and its synonym-"tics"belonging more strictly to local twichings as in the face, or parts
where the muscles involved are supplied by but one motor nerve.
Consciousness may be absent, but is not always lost in convulsions. The motor over-action may be a slow and continuous contraction of muscles (tonic) or rapidly and alternately
contracting and relaxing (clonic) convulsions. The tonic spasm
long continued, results in a contracture. An irritation (central)
by reason of lost inhibitory powers of the supreme, over subordinate controlling centers. An hysterical contracture is always
functional. Contractures may be discovered by noting the presence of abnormal resistance in flexing or extending the limb, alsr;
may cause it, or a destructive lesion in the cortex may be the caus't,
if inequality of power exists between antagonistic muscles. Functional contractures will disappear during sleep or under an anesthetic.
Another motor overaction I wish to speak of, because of its
common occurrence and increasing frequency, is trenwr. It is
an involuntary, fibrillary, to-and-fro movement of small fibres of
muscles; not of sufficient importance to be dignified as spasms or
convulswns. They are always symptoms, and are due, probably, to an interru,ption or exaggeration of impulses enroute from
cortex to muscle. They are conveniently divided into those
wh!ch diminish or cease (temporarily) immediately following
acttve voluntary efforts. Its presence may be verified by extend-
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ing the limbs, protruding the 'tongue, closing the eyes, raising the
lips for showing the teeth, or adjusting them for whistling.
I have said tremors are common and rapidly increasing,
symptoms. The increase is due to modern social and business
demands, which destroys nervous stability ; and for the additional
reason that some of nature's products, which education has shown
us are of use, have been turned to misuse. You will not have
practiced medicine very long before you will see patients who
complain of being "exceedingly nervous, trembling or fidgity.''
They will extend the hand and ask you to explain that tremor.
These cases are not so immediately interesting as a case of brain
or abdominal surgery, but they are intensely practical, many times
more frequent, and as surely fatal to the individual, unless the
cause be discovered and eliminated. It is here the doctor's knowledge of "cause and effect" in producing disease should find exercise in analyzing symptoms.
Remembering that toxic agents produce motor imitations,
you will naturally think, and doubtless correctly too, of alcohol,
tobacco, coffee, tea, lead, arsenic, morphine, cocaine and many
other useful , but much abused substances, any one of which may
be the cause. The tremor in these will be rapid, and of the "intentional" type. If all these are eliminated and only a function al
disturbance is discoverable, we will have in mind hysteria, neurasthenia, or exophthalmic goiter . The tremor of multiple
sclerosis and paralysis agitans, we will consider under separate
subjects.
Clonic movements have a place here too, Dut there is more of
the J'erking inco-ordination and non-rithmical character in chorea,
than in movements called tremor.
D estructive lesions involving the motor tract, produce a 'diminished or absolute loss of motor activity. W e have hemiplegia,
monopleg-ia, paraplegia and crossed paralyses. If contractures he
present we call it a spastic paralysis. Paralyses are central and
'f1er:ipheral depending- on the portion of the motor tract affected.
If the nutrition of the muscles is good. their tone increased to a
rigid or spastic state, reflexes increased. but no electrical reaction
chang-e, we have a central lesion; while poor nuitrition (atrophy Y
flaccid muscles. diminished or lost reflexes and 'decreased electrical reaction·. points directly to a perpherallesion. In most cases
the presence of paralysis is oDvious, as in Ptosis. Where the
weaKness is slight we resort to various tests. Of course we must
know which muscles we wish tested. and what movements are
necessary to determine if their func;tion is Delow normal. Ob-
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serving closely the varied voluntary movements of the patient
may reveal much useful evidence. In cases where slight loss of
the extensors of the leg and foot are present, it will be seen by
requesting the patient to cross the knees, or the sole of the shoe
may be worn on its inner margin, indicating a dragging rather
than lifting of the foot, as should be done in walking. Atrophy, if
marked, is at once obvious (though the cause may be from nonusage ,rather than from a motor nerve lesion), but when slight,
measurements should be accurately taken and recorded on all cor. res~onding parts. Electrical tests too are valuable aids in diagnosts.

Faculty Department.
W . F. M ILROY, M.D., Editor.

There came into the hands of the writer, the other clay, a
letter which he had written in r887. Mention was there made,
of t he opening of the Omaha Medical College with an attendance
of twenty-four students. This was spoken of with an evident
feeling of satisfaction and encouragement. Today there are in
actua] attendance in the college more than six times that number.
If one may judge the success of the college by the growth in its
membership, it would appear that the most exacting person
should be satisfied with this showing, amounting to a doubling of
the attendance every two years for more than a decade. Some
one remarked since the present session opened: "The tables are
turned. Heretofore we have had to push this enterprise with a
good deal of perseverance and energy, now it is pushing us." And,
speaking of the increased attendance the question is naturally
suggested as to how long this increase is likely to continue before
a natural equilibrium vvill be reached; or to what extent it should
he permitted to continue. The former query would probably be
answered most successfully by a study of the many influences
which combine to bring students to the institution. To do this
in detail would occupy more space than is at our disposal. Chief
among these influences, however, may be mentioned, in a word,
t 11e facilities which are here provided for prosecuting the work
and for promoting the comfort of the members of the college,
together with the honest efforts of a capable faculty to . instruct.
Tt is conceivable, granting that it is possible to maintain the
advantages of study here at t he present degree of excellence, that
the college might continue to grow for a considerable period
longer.
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On the other hand we are met with the question, to what
extent should this growth be permitted? This is a serious proposition. We have for years insisted that the advantage gained by
attendance at a small school of medicine well equipped, is so great
that no amount of superior endowment or equipment possessed
by a great school can compensate for it. The reasons for this
contention need not be here enumerated. But where is the
limit in attendance to be established, which, to overstep will do
h:mn? This may not be clearly defined or easily clecerned, but it
is the determination of the officers of the institution to avoid it by
a safe margin. We recall the story, in the old reading book, of
the two boys, one of whom commended his skill as a driver by
claring to venture very close to a dangerous precipice; the other
by stating -that he would keep as far from it as possible. We
concede the greater wisdom to the latter boy and shall endeavor
to adopt his course in this particular for the Omaha Medical
College. It is sufficient to add that there is a feeling in the minds
of some that we are rapidly nearing the time when the college
must adopt some plan which will limit the attendance. The trustees are determined that the excellence of the work shall not be
permitted to deteriorate on account of crowding. The Omaha
Medical College has never aspired to be a big school ; it has never
ceased to strive to be a good school.
In the opening address, full of wit and wisdom, with which
Dr. W. B. Ely of Ainsworth, favored the college, he made reference to the very large percentage of graduates in medicine who
quickly withdraw, for a variety of reasons, from the profession.
In a recent conversation with Dr. Mogridge, the efficient secretary of the alumni association, he stated that, of the total of about
two hundred and thirty persons. who have received the diploma
of this institution, there are probably not more than fifteen who
are not today engaged in active practice and doing fairly well
and this number includes perhaps half a dozen who hiave died.
In view of the large percentage of direlicts referred to by Dr.
Ely, one is impressed with the favorable inference suggested by
these facts, as to the personnel of the students who have honored
this college with their presence, as well as to the character of
the education they received.
As visions of our alma ma ter from time to time appear to
our mind's eye, many of us recall as by no means the least conspicuous figure there, the clerk of the college. The functions of
that official have thus far, in the history of this in stitution, been
carried on by members of the faculty. The burden has steadily
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increased until relief has become a necessity. The college has
been so fortunate as to secure in the capacity of clerk the services
of Mr. W. D. Patten and we feel that his experience and personal qualities fit him in an eminent degree for the duties of this
position. We are confident that when he has had time to become
familiar with the affairs of the institution we shall all notice that
the business progresses with a greater degree of smoothness and
precision. If the various exercises of the curriculum have any
value it is worth while to attend them with punctuality and regularity and the knowledge that our name is liable to be called at
any hour may some times prove a vxaluable stimulus. Doubtless, too, the college will take greater pleasure in conferring the
degree when the evidence is presented in black and white that it
has been honestly and fully earned.

* * *

Athletics, in the life of a modern institution of learning, is
not an end, but only a means to an end. This end is not singular,
but multiple. Sociability, college spirit, enmity of purpose,
recreation, preservation of health-these are some of the results
of well-managed college athleti-cs. In academic schools athletics
no longer figure as a luxury, or that which may perhaps be endured, it rests upon the footing of a necessity. That it is new in
medical schools must not be taken as evidence that it has overstepped its proper limitations and is an unwelcome intruder. The
refrigerating plant for preserving material is new. The course
in biology is new. The expensive laboratories of histology, of
pathology, of bacteriology and the years of study along the lines
of these sciences are new. The four-years graded course is new.
All of these things and many others have marvelously altered the
environment of a medical student and the process by which he
obtains his degree, as compared with the experience of his father.
Since, then, the essentials are so widely different, is it not to be
expected that adventitious circumstances shall require readjustment if harmony is to continue? In the opinion of this college
each of its students must devote a certain portion of his time to
recreation if he would obtain the best results. It has been in
furtherance of this idea that we have, at considerable expense,
provided the conveniences of bath, dressing rooms, etc., in the
colleg-e building for the players of foot-ball. Vve do not seek to
develope professional athletics. We do not desire attention to be
unduly diverted from the more serious work in hand. Nor do
we fear this, since we are dealing with men, not children. We
are anxious to have enough of spice and pleasure injected into
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these four years of undergraduate work so that, in after life,
when days and nights are crowded with carking care and anxious
toil the weary doctor's memory shall carry him insensibly: back
to this period in his career and he; shall love to dwell upon iit as
the happiest of his life. Let us not, then, go mad over foot-ball,
but let us get in trim to make it hot for all come-rs. A score of
twenty-three to nothing is great, and yet we'll all be content to
unite ~tpon the platform of sixteen to one in favor of the 0. M. C.

ClitJical OepartmetJL
W. L. W ILMOTH, 01, Editor.

From the opening of this college year, September 25th, the
clinical material at the college has been all that could be expected,
both in regard to number and variety of cases presenting themselves. Nearly all the clinic hours have been fully taken up with
careful and systematic study of each case presented. This does
not mean, however, that every student in the upper classes has
seen every case which has received treatment at the college. It
only includes, as a rule, just such cases as are brought before the
classes for that particular day, whether they be medical, surgical,
nervous, genito, urinary or children's clinic. It is the rule of the
college to turn none away who call for treatment and so it happens that many cases are treated in the daily college dispensary,
that are not seen by all the students, but only by such as may be
appointed to look after these cases. The clinical editor will not
attempt t01 give an account of all the cases that have been treated
at these clinics during the past month, but will give only a few
in order that our readers may get an idea of the kind and class
of work done at the college and the benefit derived therefrom by
her students.
The senior and junior classes have regular hours each week
given to clinical work. This work is done in the most practical
way for the students- usually some one of the students is asked
to take charge of the patient and to conduct the examination in
the same way he would when called to the bedside of a sick person. A history of the person is taken, including such diseases as
he may hav had in earlier life. In many cases the family history is gone into to see if there may be inherited tendencies Hn
any direction- above aJl we must get all the knowledge possible
about the present t rouble. The diagnosis, prognosis and lines of
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treatment indicated are discussed. In the above history, of
course, a physical examination is made and all the signs carefully weighed. The history is filed for future use in case of
patient's return for further treatment.
The following report contains a few of the cases which have
appeared at the college since its opening, September 25th. A
great deal of the history is omitted, only enough being given to
g ive our readers a n idea of the kind and class of cases with. which
we have had to deal :
Case No. r.-A child about three years old. Left knee somewhat enlarged, the swelling extending more above than below
knee joint. Palpation elicited, fluctuation beneath synovial membrane above the knee joint. No heat or redness. T.rouble has
existed two weeks. Diagnosis, Subacute Synovitis.
Case No. 2.-Little girl, eleven years old. Has had cough
seven years, following pneuma nia. Clinical symptoms all noted.
Diagnosis, bronchiectasis. Treatment, Higienic & K. I.
Case No. 3.-Lady patient. Trouble in stomach, pain past
two weeks. No nausea or vomiting and very little flatulence, no
diarrhea. Bowels regular, temperature normal, tongue slightly
coated, digestion good, pain when jarred by walking, pain not
constant. Diagnosis, Gastralgia.
Case No. 4.-Little g irl about three or four years old. Left
knee joint enlarged, enlargement more above than below the
knee. Palpation elicited, fluctuation beneath synovial membrane
just above the knee joint. No local heat or redness present.
T rouble had existed about two weeks. Diagnosis, Subacute serous synovitis. Treatment, rest. Antiphlogistine was recommended as serviceable here to absorb the exudate. T hen aspiration if necessary.
Case No. 5. -Girl 7 years of age. Attends school. After
eating hearty supper she goes to bed and after sleeping for 3 or 4
hours will wake up and cry out as if in fear. Eyes open, but she
does not recognize those around her. Diagnosis, Nocturnal
spasm, brought on by a disturbance of cerebro spinal cente1 ; treatment, diatary and hygienic, bathe spine in cold water, bathe feet
in hot water, Sodii and P otassium Bromide, grs. viii. of each
given at bedtime, to be repeated, if necessary.
Case No. 6.-Dr. Gifford's case shown at M. E . hospital.
Boy r z years old gives history of having fallen from a bicycle
while riding and as a result he received a severe injury tl.o one
eye. A piece of eye was punched out very neatly, which resulted
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in loss of sight. Operation performed on eye, found in it a cartridge shell No. 22. Diagnosis, boy told falsehood.
At county hospital two cases, each case with severe sprain
of ankle. The degree of injury to part in each cases noted. The
proper method of using adhesive strips on sprained limbs was
discussed, also conditions when some other form of dressing
would be advisable, were pointed out. The adhesive strips and
dressing were applied before the class.
Next case at County hospital. It consisted in comparing
two cases of skin eruption, the differential diagnosis of the same
and the similarity of the two were first noted. The history of the
cases was taken to aid in and confirm. Diagnosis : One proved
to be secondary syphilis; the other erythema multiforme. One
was put on specific treatment; the other was given a wash of. soda
externally and tonic internally. Both cases have been before the
class since and are doing nicely.
Next case, middle aged man w~th a swollen testical. He
gave a history of an injury by falling and claimed this to be the
cause. His story was not believed. Diagnosis: Posterior
urethritis with orchitis of gonorrheal origin.
Next case a gentleman having local inflammation in the palm
of left hand and over the meta carpal phalangeal joint, principally of middle finger. Gave a history of same kind of trouble
en other hand some time before.
Symptoms: Pain, swelling, redness, fever and arrested mobility. Diagnosis: Cellulitis. Treatment : Cut down into at
once before flaucuation occurs, put on wet antiseptic dressing
once or twice daily.
N;ext case, baby nine months old. Has a purplish discoloration of skin around the lower lip, spreading up over the lip. Discoloration similar to a birthmark. No specific trouble.
Diagnosis congenital dilitatio111 of capillaries due to neu rosis.
Treatment, internally, Hydrarg. Chlor. corros, gr. I aqua Dist.
ounces ii. Sig. ten drops twice daily. Externally, yellow oxid
mercury gr. x, aristol gr. xx, cosmoline ounce i. Prognosis
not good as to cure, but aid to absorb.
Next case, brother and sister. Both troubled with nocturnal
enuresis. vVorse in cool weather and on cool days. On cool
11ights may wet the bed from three to five times. Mother says
there is a whitish deposit in vesesls when urine is allowed to stand
for awhile, also ammoniacal odor, urine examined. Treatment :
Bathespine with cold salt water. Raise the foot of bed three or
four inches, also R. F ld. Ext. E rgot, ounce rt, T r. belladonna
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ounce rl Sig. Little boy 20 and little girl 15 drops one hour
before bed time and again at bed time. Two weeks later cases
returned. Some improvement. Physiological effect of belladonna in both children. Medicine reduced to one dose at bed time.
f. . little atropine and Hyoscyamus given, T. i. d.
Next case. Boy nine years old. About one year ago boy
fell from house and struck his head at about the parietal eminence.
Stunned considerably. For several days after cried much and
complained of pain in head. Since that time has cried a great
deal, will lie on his bed and cry 1 occasionally awake out of sleep
and cry and also at school. There seems to be no mental impairment, is able to keep up with his classes and learns rapidly. No
external injury to scalp and very little swelling. Was probably
never unconscious. The pain principally right side and back part
of head. No motor changes or paralysis. Diag., a probable slight
injury to internal plate of skull with little adhesion and thickening of the dura and mild local meningitis. Case referred to neurologist.
Dr. Summers has given very interesting clinics at County
and Clarkson hospitals.
Dr. Davis has kept his clinics up to the acme and has operated for movable kidney, Inguinal Hernia, Fistula and many
other abnormal conditions which mankind is so prone to acquire
or inherit.
Dr. Gifford's ,operations on the eye at M. E. hospital have
been very instructive and interesting to the members of the senior
class.
Dr. Jonas has given some excellent clinics and has had several sections of senior class attend his operations at St. Joseph's
hospital, a feature entirely new but highly appreciated by all.
Dr. Aikin has given some very good advice as to how we
should advise relatives and friends of persons mentally deranged.
This is a po int seldom touched upon and is surely very important.
Dr. Milroy's clinics at the County hospital are very instructive. We have had some very good talks on typhoid fever and
rheumatism. These diseases have been so thoroughly discussed
as to etiology, symptan1atology and treatment that we feel very
safe to treat the individual who is unfortunate to contract them
and forunate enough to come to us for treatment.
Dr. Anderson's clinic has been very good and aside from his
clinic on Genito Urinary he has also given splendid clinics in
major surgery to sections of the senior class at the different
hospitals.
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Editerial,
WITH THIS ISSUE OF THE PuLSE we present the likeness of
Dr. J. M. A ikin. The Doctor has had a great deal of experience
along the neurological side of medicine and his article on this
subject will be appreciated, as diseases of the nervous system and
modes of examining them, are very prone to become quite perplexing to the average general practitioner.
DR. A. B. SoMERS has shown his ability to teach and his
lectures have been very instructive. If the prolonged applause
given the Doctor at his first appearance before the students of the
two upper classes counts for aught, he will surely have their entire co-operation throughout the term. THE PuLSE extends a
hearty welcome to the Doctor and wishes him much pleasure as
Professor of Obstetrics in the 0. M. C.
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Perhaps the word "Loyalty" and its meaning has become
quite faded to some of our students, at least we hope it to be
such rather than the self-elected idea that all they are at college
for is to study medicine. Without a considerable degree of loyalty, which is quite manifest in college spirit, our associations at
school would naturally fall into a rut, which would only resolve
itself into a monotonous career. To do away with this the faculty are doing all they can to stimulate the students on to do as
other up-to-date and wide awake schools are doing and the majority of students show their appreciation. Some do not. W ithin
the last three years a foot ball team and a college journal have
been added to the school and both need to be supported by all
the students. Without either, college life would not appear as it
does. To maintain a football team costs money and work for
the manager and players. To publish a college journal is a'so
rather expensive. We are indebted to the higher classes for th..rir
hearty support and also to such members of the other classes as
have shown their appreciation and sincerely hope that the other
members will get into the wagon of loyalty and aid us with their
subscriptions.
Omaha Medical College has scored another victory. This time
it comes from the highest state official. Governor-elect Dietrich
has appointed Dr. Anderson as surgeon-general on the governor's
staff. One victory after the other in way of appointments of
members of the faculty will soon make the 0. M. C. as strong as
any coll ege of medicine. And so it should be. Congratulations,
Dr. Anderson.
The same old annual trouble which we may call Medics vs.
Dentals almost culminated in a very serious way, but according to
reports all is well. Now: let there be: peace.
Football has been so much the current topic at school that THE
PuLSE cannot help but take the fever, so look out for our December issue.
Do not forget to patronize the advertisers in THE PuLSE.
When you do patronize them, please mention THE P uLSE. Don't
forget.

Athletic Department.
OLIVBR CH.&KBERS, '03,

Editor.

This issue of THE PuLSE finds the football boys still on the
gridiron, although their last game left its sore spots. Election,
along with its excitement, took many of the team out of town to
vote, which broke into the regular practice and caused the team
to lose about a week of valuable training. The game with
Hastings College was played at Vinton street park, October 27,
and resulted in a score of 21 too in our favor and might have
been much larger if the boys had played as hard in. the second as
they did in the first half., it being the desire of the team in the
second half to keep the Hastings Baptists from scoring. The
visitors played hard to the finish of the game, but were unable
t(; make their coveted score. Once on a pile-up they succeeded
in revolving their interference and by a double pass backward
got around the end, and had it not been for "Dad" Moore's sprinting would have g one over the line.
Stuart's long run of seventy yards on a "criss-cross" for a
touchdown has won for him a warm spot in the heart of every
· . ! 1 •
.
Medic.
The extra game that was scheduled with Tarkio was played
at Tarkio, Mo., November 16. The team left Omaha Friday
evening, and stopped over in Villisca, Ia., until early the next
morning, when they went direct to Tarl~io.
The game started by Tarkio kicking off to the Medics, who
by hard line bucking carried the ball to Tarkio's fifteen-yard line,
where it was punted over the goal line and Allen fell on the ball.
Moore kicked goal and the score was 6 to o in the Medics' favor.
At this point bf the game Tarkio, who had kept their righthalf out of the game, as men on the side lines claimed, because
of his ability to slug, which was constantly causing trouble for
them, \vas put into the game and trouble began. Every scrimmage slugging and holding was Tarkio's play. The referee, who
is a professor in the college and a coach of the team, refused time
after time to notice the foul playing. The Medics were receiving
more than they could stand of such fouling and returned one of
Tarkio's blows in the same kind of coin. Immediately things
were in an uproar. About a half dozen of the toughs who were
in evidence on the side lines, rushed to the center of the field and
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strong and repeatedly stopped the line bucks, while the ends and
backs played hard for good gains around the ends.
Both classes were well represented in the side lines and both
teams did not lack for rooters. Dr. Yeakel stood up on the
bleachers, wishing that the time would be extended so that he
could see another touchdown.
The Sunday World-Herald of November 5th contained an
excellent picture of the team, it being taken just before the Hastings game. The gold and purple sweaters show up well in a
picture and have a tendency to make the team look much larger
than they "really ought to be."
The Juniors lost their money because the place-kick failed
to materialize.
More than one member of the team wished that Dr. Treynor
had been the referee in the Tarkio game. There might have
been a "show" in Missouri.

Class Nates,
SENIOR NOTES.
A. G . EMERSON, Editor.

Election is over, but might is not always right.-Fitzsimmons.
Even to be a correct diagnostician requires backbone.Wells.
My revised edition on atrophic rhinitis will soon be on sale.
Gilmore.
The invincible Allen and Vallisca Hall did Tarkio the honors
for the senior class.
The average duration of an attack of ague is from July to
eternity.-Wainwright.
Herron and Reichenbach have the gratitude of the class for
their instructive clinical exhibit.
Locchner and Robertson were busy telling South Omaha
and Co~mcil Bluffs that it was all a fake-no riot occurred.
A prominent republican politician of the Senior class has the
promise of the appointment as surgeon to the Sultan of Sulu.Perlee.
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Leisenring displayed his commendable quality of college
pride by accompanying the fotball team on their recent trip.
''Tobeshown."
The class extend to E. H. Smith their sincere thanks for
services rendered in copying and classifying the Senior names
a11d telephone numbers.
We remember, we remember,
In the autumn of the year,
When the Senior class were freshmen,
And alumni boys were here;
How they told us we must struggle
Like the soldier from the tents,
To uphold the Medics' honorTo annihilate the Dents.
We remember how we struggled,
We remember how. we felt;
We remember how they struggled,
And the awful jolts they dealt;
But beyond, above and better,
We remember that it blends
Heart to heart, and Dent to MedicEver after, we were friends.
As the travail of a woman,
Or a nation's awful throe,
At the birth of a new power,
So the great professions grow.
Here the farmer meets the farmer;
City guy meets other guys,
And they scrap, once and forever,
Then grow great·and good w1se.
So we'll wait until Elijah
Sounds St. Peter's final call,
Then we'll step across the border
T o the golden heavenly hall;
Occupied by holy angels,
And by him who here repents ;
Or, in .other words, by women,
With the Medics and the Dents.
But. to draw a little mo·ral,
To be honest, ancf be fair,
There will be no patrol wagons,
Police nor reporters there.
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The football challenge of the freshman class duly received,
and both cheek and contents noted. We respectfully refer them
to the dental class of '03.
Our obstetricians-Dodge, Nilsson, Dummer, Gritzka, Fitz~
simmons, Jones, Smith, Wells and B. W. Hall. Calls eagerly answer<.>d, hallowe'en or any other old night.
The football squad has the support of the entire Senior class,
and with S. B. Hall, Hawthorne, Tower, Wilmoth and V/ells
doing active practice duty, and with the royal strength of Allen
and the readiness of Hall, we claim to rank second to none save
the illustrious Juniors.
JUNIOR .NOTES.
B. W . CHRl STJII, Editor.

The kindness of the Seniors ·in informing the Juniors of the
result of their class election is greatly appreciated.
Mrs. Davies was with us for a short visit Friday, November
2nd. She was an interested listener to Dr. Gibbs' lecture on typhoid
fever. It is to be hoped that she will be able to join the class of
r902 before long.
Mr. Hoopes of P. and S., Chicago, a former member of
present Junior class, was a welcome visitor, the day after election. He says that we have a good chance to beat the Rush Medic
team T hanksgiving.
The class is glad to report that August Carlile has recovered
entirely from the injury received in the Bellevue game. The
football team regrets his loss from their ranks this year and we
must not, at the close of the football year, forget the good service rendered by August.
The obstetrical practice of several students increased considerably Hall owe' en. It is said that Smith, especially, appreciated it, as he missed one before by only a month. B. W. Hall,
through the excitement, g rew pious. He came in briskly rubbing
his hands and exclaimed, "The Lord will provide." The array
of instruments was something grand.
It is to be hoped that there will be less friction at our Saturday clinics. Some of the students are fearful that some of their
fellows will see too much. I do not believe that any member of
the college would willingly intrude where they were not wanted
nor asked. A better spirit would be for the students not only to
be anxious to see all they can, but also to wish their fellows the
same advantage.
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We are informed that an interesting paper concerning the
arrest of hemorrhage taking place in the history of typhoid fever
has been written by one of the Juniors, and that it is to be published in one of the leading medical journals. We hope that our
classmate will give du.e credit to the professor in pract.ice to
whom he owes the suggestion of this method. We are always
glad to record any distinction gained by any of our members.
It is said that a fortune is to be gained in the purchase of
unclaimed baggage. However, it is a species of gambling, and I
sincerely hope that none of the members of the 0. M. C. will be
guilty of such degradation. If, however, you should find it necessary to indulge in this questionable pursuit, as one of our faculty
said, "Don't mention the fact that you are a student of the 0. M.
C." The class editor is not in the habit of moralizing, but deviated this time at the earnest solicitation of Van Fleet, Ander·
son, Jones and others.
SOPHOM ORE NOTES.
MAX KOETTIIIR, Editor.

Where was the son of J. P. while the game was on?
Smersh is happy, for he is now a full-fledged S (a) phomore.
No, Miss Erickson's school children didn't whisper like that.
'03 extents a cordial welcome to Mrs. Lyman, the new member.

Somebody please give Beck a ticket to the Thanksgivi ng
game.
That visit to the brewery must have been postponed until
after Thanksgivi ng.
Can it be that that gilt-lettered sign was put up in honor of
our class president?
Ransom is acquiring quite a reputation as an accoucheur.
Further particulars may be obtained by applying at Duggan's
alley.
We ought to promise Dr. Yeakel that hereafter all lobbying
and discussion of class politics will be done outside of the pathology laboratory.
Those wishing to inquire into the etiology of that smile on
Jackson's countenance are referred to the dissection schedule on
the bulletin board.
Davies says he has never suffered from insomnia, and any
gossip to the effect that he carries chloral hydrate in his vest
pocket is a base falsehood.
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Jungbluth is becoming so renowned in his special field of
scientific research that when he walks up the street all the women
in the neighborhood pick up their dogs and lock them up.
And now the Freshmen have challenged the Seniors to a
game of football. It is rumored that a few enterprising Sophomores knew all about it before the Freshmen did. That is why
the Seniors accepted the challenge before it was issued.
·w hat's the matter with the Sophomores? Oh, how we did
beat those Junior s-Io too! How did that strike you? Did you
see that wonderful touchdown? The worst of it is that we'll
!~ave to play the Seniors next, and when we beat them we'll have
to play the Freshmen.
At a class meeting held November 9, the hour for the chemistry lecture was changed from Saturday morning to Monday
afternoon, I p. m. Be it understood, of course, that Dr. Stokes
was consulted beforehand, as were also the Dents. It was also on
the program to consider the formation of a medical society by the
class, but it was after 5 o'clock, and a motion to adjourn dispersed
the whole crowd.
Wm. P. Wherry is very particular about how he travels. His
favorite mode of locomotion is walking. It is suggested by some
of his worst enemies that when he is in a great hurry about examination time, he will even condescend to ride horseback, but
when it comes to occupying a reserved seat in a little blue wagon,
\Vherry emphatically draws the line. Hence his sojourn on the
roof after the Freshman scrap was over.
FRESHMAN NOTES.
E. A. MIIRRITT, Editor.

"Pap" Merkls is greatly interested in urinary analysis. Won~
cler why?
If you are not fully informed on any subject, just ask
Trostler, he knows.
Bellinger can tell you all about "housemaid's knee." He has
had experience along that line.
Brunning investigated the interior of the refrigerator not
long ago and has been dieting himself on wine.
"The Lad With the Auburn Hair" again distinguished himself in the Hastings-0. M. C. game by a 70-yard run for a touchclown.
Dr. Stokes paid a few compliments to the class as a whole,
and they were very acceptable, for, "verily the path of the Freshman is thorny."
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Trostler has seen the remarkable phenomenon of reptiles
descending from the heavens during a rain storm. For this peculiar malady we would advise a change of brands, 0. F. C. Taylor preferred.
The Medics unite to extend through their editor, good will
and best wishes for a speedy recovery to both Woods and McCann, who, we regret to say, were injured in the scrimmage. In
all probability the affair will be amicably settled and no more
trouble will occur over seats this year.
"We have met the enemy and they are ours." The clouds of
war that have been hovering over lecture room No. 2 for the past
month asserted themselves Thursday last, in the shape of a small
cyclone. The opposing powers were the Freshmen Medics and
Dents, the bone of contention being the front seats. Several
skirmishes have been indulged in, but the last grand battle occurred when the Medics, in a solid phalanx moved on the Dents,
resulting in the rout and defeat of the last-named body.
TWO NEW TONICS.
We wish to call our subscribers' attention to the preparations
ozotone and zomoru, two new tonics. They are brought before
the medical profession only in a thorough ethical manner, and are
well worth your careful scrutiny.

Dental Depart ment.
SENIOR NOTES.
W. T.

PROBST,

Editor.

·w here is Call?
Carl Waterman made us a short visit the r3th. He is now
at Nebraska City.
Morrison said he went home to vote. Did he show you the
photo he brought back with him ?
Eugene Bellamy wi ll soon be with us. He has been detained
at home by the serious illness of a brother.
If you have a clock, bicycle or hand organ that needs repairing, Dr. Metzler can quote you prices.
Among those of the Senior class who went home to vote
were Van Slyke, Guard, Morrison, Meredith, Propst, Schultz and
Kreager.
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Fight is all out of the Juniors this year. Last year they
were the majority, but the Freshmen enrollment this year is the
''Angel of Peace."
Class officers are as follows: President, W. H. Patterson;
vice-president, E. E. Wilson; secretary and treasurer, Geo. R.
Gard; M. A., Clyde Metzler.
Do all the Seniors know that Morgan is a married man?
Vve don't like to "knock" on a classmate, but we won't stand for
a deal like the class of 1900 had on.
Suggestions before our patients are expected and appreciated when given by our instructors, but when offered by a fellow-student of questioned ability it often produces a tired feeling.
The Freshmen seem to think they are the "whole thing."
\Ve were Freshmen once ourselves and all swelled out of shape,
just because the supply house man called us "Doctor." "You'll
get well, boys."
By the co-operation of faculty and students we are in hopes
to soon decide upon a suitable design for a college pin. We have
been in need of such for some time, and are glad it is being received with such favor by all.
In the line of improvements, we are able to mention the receipt of some new blackboards; also some new lockers. Our telephone system will soon be completed and we are to have several
new bookcases arranged in the library.
Dr. Wilson isn't from Missouri, but when a member of the
"bushwhacking gang" tells' him of their extensive summer's practice and are still wearing their last year's clothes, we are of the
opinion that he will have to be shown.
Dr. Hatfield, Jr., left us after an acquaintance of one week
and we understand will not retum. He said it was a message
from papa, but we surmise it was from Cupid. We fully realize
your position, doctor, but a seven months' "break away" isn't bad.
The Juniors scarcely seem to realize how far behind they are
with their laboratory technique work until about the time for lectures in anatomy or chemistry. Then their ambition for work
knows no bounds, and it seems a pity at first thought that these
over-industrious periods should so often be broken by Dr. Metzler
appearing in the laboratory and herding them off to lectures like
sheep to the slaughtering pen.
As yet subscriptions from the Alumni are sadly in the minority. We need your subscriptions.
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JUNIOR NOTES.
Rov MoRRIS, Editor.

Why is Shearer?
Did you go to the dance?
"Haller, pay my brother that 25 cents."
A hair on the head is worth two in the brush.
"!key, is your father living yet?" No, not yet."
·when is a goat nearly? \Vhen its all but--Why do they call a boy Pete? Because that's his name.
"Where are you going?" "Nowhere." "Take the Harney
car."
Petite Chollette singeth dolefully, "All I want is my money
back."
We now have a piano, due to the enthusiasm of the musical
editor.
"Second-hand clothing for sale, cheap." Apply to James C.
Downar.
Why is Donnar like Royal baking powder? Because he is
absolutely pure.
We have from good authority that McKinley is elected.
Don't tell Taylor.
Why can't McKinley be buried in a Chinese graveyard? Because he is not dead.
Roscoe Adipose Day spent his time very advantageously
(socially) down in populist-ridden Kansas.
Fritz W irth Lee, the "Wawshaw" dentist, extracts teeth by
music. "Only sa't:red music played on Sunday."
It takes less to start a nice healthy rough house in the Junior
class than any other class of its size in the country.
"Wanted to buy, bloodhounds and night shirts with bullet
holes therein. Apply to the Haller detective agency."
The snake editor expects to have a nice bunch of snakes for
the museum soon, contributed by the public-minded Haller.
"Dinky" really insists that the aorta is a foot long. It all
depends, however, upon the size of the individual owning the
aforesaid artery.
A mandolin and guitar club has been formed in the school,
composed of Jas. K. Stuart, Stevens, Rob Morse and Roy Morris.
Music for all occasions; funerals a specialty.
"In the prison cell I sit," sang Cressler from his triumphal
"car of Juggernaut." Just then the strap broke, and spilled
"Laundry" upon the highways and byways of Omaha.
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At a rneeting of the class "Once in a Purple Twilight" was
accepted as the class song. Houston, after great opposition by
Haller, was elected to the importan~ position of pigtail. Lee is
mascot.
Anybody wishing to start anything has but to announce that
'he' is the best that ever." He is immediately accommodated.
We beg leave to suggest to the benevolent faculty that the sink
be built to hold three or four. It will facilitate matters.
Uhl looks like a Freshman. One of those kind that clean
teeth with a No. 2 sandpaper disc. He had had his whiskers
separated from his face. He had them cut off from this world's
joys 450 miles west of Omaha, about 200 miles from Colorado.
Received, copy of first edition of "The Tale of a Tail-ender,"
or "How it Happened," by A. P. Taylor. The book is good, and
written in the author's well-known inevitable style. Bound in calf.
For sale by all dealers, or by W. T. Shearer. Price, $r8,ooo.
If anybody in this state can play more divinely on the piano
forte than can Claudius Lewis we would like to hear from them.
He will have the best there is. Lewis, however, is in no danger
of removal. Manis is a close second. He plays with great expression Moskowsky's Hungary tune.

Our $3.50 Shoes
Nowhere else can you find such a
large variety of styles nor s uch late
and fashionable styles in shoes at
this price. Come in and see the
best and most s tylish $3.50 Shoe
in the city. . . . . .

T. P. Cartwright & Co.
N.E. Cor. 16th and

Dou~rlas

Telephone 2535

Established July 1st, 1898

Omaha Plating Co.
Artistic Electro Platers in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Copper, Brass
and Bronze. Polishers, Buffers, Granders and Sharpeners.
Surgical & Electrical Instruments a specialty. Stove Fixtures
LOUIS SLAVIN, Proprietor.
All Work Guaranteed.

Bee Building, Omaha, Neb.
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FRESHMAN DENTAL NOTES.
K. C. PORTER, Editor .

Might may be right, if you have it; but the Dents think that
right is might.
The Freshman boys are all making their best efforts to secure ladies for the dance.
Under the efficient supervision of Dr. Kelley the Freshmen
are producing some fine rubber plates.
McCann, who was in a serious condition, is improving rapidly, and we hope he will soon be able to resume his school work.
The Freshman Aid Society held its regular semi-occasional
meeting last Tuesday afternoon in the main room of the dental
laboratory. Bliss and W histler entertained, with Stevens and
Byars as seconds.
In reference to the F reshman fight of last week the Dents
frankly admit that the Medics kept them out of the lecture room
till after hostilities ceased, but we feel that the Medics took an undue advantage of the situation. H owever, the Dents are very
well satisfied with general results of the difference of opinion, and
feel that justice has been shown both classes in the present allot~
ment of seats.

S. G. Allen

S uccessor to ..........
PRESTON&: A LLEN

Dealer in

Smoke the--~~. .~
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All Khrtls of Medical and
Dental Books::::::::::::
Price List upo n application. Special
prices t o students a nd Alumni
ol 0. M. c.

\)\)

The Good Policy
5c Cigar

Continental Cigar Ccmpany
13th and Farnam

PhoneA2734

1202 Paolfio Street

For Christmas

Inspect our stock •Of
Diamonds . ... Watc hes ,
Gold, Jewelry, etc. Make your selections
now and let us lay it away, subject to ex·
change, should you find something more
suitable. Presentation goods our specialty

Mawhinney &Holiday
Diamond Merchants, J ewelers, Sliver·
smltlls, Opticians and Art
Stationers.
Telephone '768

:t6tb .. net Doqci..s Sts.

OMAHA., NEB,

OHlOAGO

OMABA

For H»alth and Beauty
All the physical culture teachers throughout

the country are advocating tile punching of the
bag as t he best means or Improving the com·
plexlon, and for tile better development or women. The Omaha Sporting Goods Co. carries
the largest line of Punching Bags and Sporting
Goods In the city, and are ready to flll all or·
ders. S triking Bag Platforms from $6 to ~ 10.
Bags from $1 25 to u.oo.

Oma~a S~orting Gooos Co.
.Yohn F . Smelzer, Prop.

1418 Douglas

STEPHENS & SMITH, THE FURNISHERS AND
HATTERS~

107 NO. 16TH ST ... OPPOSITE THE

NEW POSTOFFICE, WILL ALWAYS MAKE THE
STUDENTS WELCOME.

THEY SELL

RELIABLE

THE

GOODS, AND

ONLY

PRICES

ARE

RIGHT.

A. C.

w.

K. YEAKEL, B. s., M.D.,
PATHOLOG IST AND BAC TERIOLOGIST.

STOKES, M. S., M.D.,
CHEMIST.

OMAHA MEDICAL LABORATORY.
12TH AND PACIFIC STR.EETS.
TELEPHONE 1467 OR. 2517.

Ex. Stomach Contents, Urine Analysis.

Correspondence by Mail.

~*~*~*~*~*~~~*~*~~~*~*~*~*~~

~~~~w~~~~~~~~~~~w~~~~~~~i~~~

B. Robinson, Pharmacist

Cor. 13th and Pacific Sts

Telephone Number 1780

Carries a full stock of Drugs and Chemicals
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded:::::::::
STUDENTS OF OMAHA 11EDICAL COLLEGE GIVEN A SPECIAL DISCOUNT
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and we are mighty glad of it too. We
expect to keep it up and for that reason
would respectfully solicit a portion of
your printing business .......... Call us up
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1508 Howard Street
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Many Jewelers •••
Care only for the"outward appearance of a watch, and if the
case is good think their responsibility ends. Not so with us.
We sell a movement that bas our personal gaurantee also.

ll N DSAY '

for
Look
the name

1616 Douglas St.

The
Jeweler

Omaha, Nebraska

flutGhtngs' Photos arB th6 B6st
Only the Highest Grades. Cut
prices to medical students. See
us first, we will save you money
and give you the finest work that
can be made. College Foot Ball
Photos For Sale.

J:l·u/~Gltings
Succeuor to MATZEN & CO.

1400 Farnam Street

OMAHA, NEB.

CITY OFFICE

Bicycles Cheap ••
Our store is full of them and we want the room and your moneySpecial prices during the entire month .

STEARNS, RAMBLER, COLUMBIA, BARNES,
WOLFF•AMERICAN from $32 to $50.
AJ3LJANCJ3 $30.00 T?e best. wheel in.Omaha for the money,
wtth chotce of equtpment only.

NEBRASKA SPECIAL, $17.50.
ALLIANCE, complete new wheel, $13.50.
Your good judgment will tell you to look this stock over before you
buy a wheel. We have one of the best equipped repair shops in
the city. Second-Hand Bicycles at your own price.

Sewing Machines •••
If you think of buying a Sewing Machine, see us. It makes no diference what make of machine you want, see us. You may want fa
Davis ball-bearing, or Standard, Singer or a cheap machine for $16.
No difference which, we can sell you and ~tave you money. See us.
We have no Agents. We pay no commissions, so you will have to
see us. We repair and sell parts for all makes of machines manufactured. Monday's we will sell our second-hand sewing machines for
one-half regular price. Some will be sold as low as S1. 00.

Remo·Sho Typewriters for Sale or Rent.
Six Remingtons . ............ . ... $25.00 to $45.00
One Densmore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 40.00
One Caligraph . . ............ ....... .. ... . 10.00
5.00
One Odell ............................. .

Nebraska Cycle Comp1ny
GEO. E. MICKEL, Manager
Telephone 1663
Cor. loth and Harney Sts.

OHARA, NEB.

............ ESTABLISHED 1892............ .

CANES !

PIPES !

CIGAR S!

If I can't sell you better pipes for the same or less money
than any house in the west, it won't cost you a cent.
Telephone 1503
15:13 Douglas Street

A.

CHAS.

TRACY

Omaha, Neb.

Mail orders promptly attended to.

BUY THE BEST COAL OF

South Omaha Ice and Coal Co.
-~~-~-~-~.N-.D

c0 A L

J . A. DOE, nanager.

Office, 912 South 13th Street- - Telephone 373- -0maha, Neb.
Lunches, Good Coffee,
and Cleanliness our specialties .....
Oysters served in any style

Binn' s Restaurant,
E5t6 South tStb &t.

Regular Meals and Short Orders
F. W. BINNS,
Agent for
Prop.
Reliance Laundry.

1316 Farnam St...

Arthur H. Briggs,

We Furnish the
New Colle~e Pin&
and will have them ready
for delivery very soon, but
. . . . . NOW . . . . .
we have a store full of
Christmas Goods of every
description, riches t quality
and newest design, and at
prices actually pleasing
and wholesome. .

T. L.
Combs G Co.
The

XHatte rX

Busy

Jewelers

Agent for

John B. Stetson's
sott aad Stift Hats.

Omaha, Neb.

t5 20

Dou~laa

5treet

THE ALOE G PEN FOL D GO.,
The Largest Physicia n s ' Supply House in the West.

The .\st•ptic Obstetrical Bag No. H:i('.

Olymp ia Buggy Case . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... $7.0()

lli· InCh, with
! l- inch ,

Surgeon's

Ice Ba((s and Rubh('r Goods.

Sl\

glass StOpperl'd bottles . .. ,

li.CO

A~<'pt ic Huhh~r

Elas tic

:\linor Operating Case.

~o

$.i ;,()

G lo\'es, all

s i zl'~.

pu pa ir. Sl

Stockings, T russes, B attcnes
and Su ppor te rs

Glass Recta l Di lators
Per Set of :1. .. .. .. .. ..

1 . . . . . . ...... .

r,()

S1 :!;)

The 1\ Joe & Penfold Co.
Importer s and J obber s o f

S urg ical In strument s, Physician s' S upplies

-

-----

Drugs, Ch e micals, Medica l Books. Optical
and Photop-rap hic Supplies -:· .;. -:· -:· -:· ·:· ·:· .;. .;..;. .;..;..;.
Fa rna m S t reet
Opposite Paxt o n Hot e l
1 40~

Omah a, Nebr aska.

